CAREER SERVICES

Graduating Students:
The NY Civil Service Commission has announced the following positions:
- Engineering Aide
- Engineering Technician
- Senior Engineering Technician
- Forestry Tech.
- Principal Forestry Tech.
- Senior Forestry Tech.
Tests are December 3; the application deadline is Oct. 31, 1977.
Applications and more information can be obtained in 115 Bray, Office of Career Services.

The US Federal Government has sent new amendments to the engineering and Life Sciences announcement. Application periods are specific and limited, as are jobs listed this quarter. Details and applications in 115 Bray.

PACE (the Professional and Administrative Career Exam), a Federal Civil Service Test, will be offered only twice this year! To register for the January Test you must apply in November. For the April Test you must apply in February. This is a good exam to take; it's an alternative and in many cases the only way to get a Federal job. Details 115 Bray.

WORKSHOPS AND INFORMATION SEMINARS:
(Held Tuesdays in 111 Marshall, 4:30-5:30pm)
Nov. 1----Federal and State Civio Service System
Nov. 8----Resume and letter writing
Nov. 15----The Job Search
Nov. 29----The Interview
Dec. 6----Summer Jobs & Internships
Dec. 13----The Law/Applications, interview, discrimination.

BINGO! THE NEW BRUNSWICK WEEKEND
NEW BRUNSWICK: Water Boil was cancelled because of the rain. Quarter splitting was cancelled because of the rain. Decking was cancelled because of the rain. Despite the rain at the Intercollegiate Woodsmens Meet at New Brunswick, the stumpie spirit prevailed, and we rallied to 11th and 12th place, with the girls team taking 6th place out of the 9 girls teams competing. All teams partied hardy later that night and showed that the Syracuse Foresters still could put on a good show.

FORESTRY CONSULTING
Mr. Donald Peterson, the President of Adirondack Forestry Inc, Wilmington, New York, will be giving a talk on Forestry Consulting Thursday, November 3rd in room 111 Marshall Hall from 11:15 to 2:10. There will be a question-answer period at the end of the talk. Anyone with an interest in Forestry consulting is welcome to attend.

PARTY!!!
Have you been waiting all semester for one of those great Nifkin Lounge extravaganzas that usually happen a couple of times every semester? Well, wait no longer. Here it is folks: KAPPA PHI DELTA, the forestry fraternity, along with the SENIOR CLASS and the GRAD STUDENT ASSOCIATION present a night of good music and spirits. Music is by HARVEST, and there will be beer (light and dark), wine, munchies, and anything (anything?) else you can possibly want for a night. YOUR STUDENT FEE AT WORK.
Keep your eyes peeled for when and where!
BOTANY CLUB ACTIVITIES

On Saturday, November 5, the Botany Club is planning a trip to the Finger Lakes area to tour the Bully Hill winery and hike through Watkins Glen State Park. The winery is located on the west side of Keuka Lake - about a 2 1/2 hour drive from Syracuse. It is owned independently by the grandson of the founder of Taylor Wine. These fine wines are unique in that they are never diluted with water nor seasoned with sugar. There is a wine shop and tasting room (free samples of course!) and the Finger Lakes Wine Museum is located next door. To complete the day we will hike along a gorge trail, past 18 hummingbirds (err, a, would you believe waterfalls?), ascending 700 feet through Watkins Glen State Park. A sign up sheet for anyone interested will be posted on Dr. Tepper's door, 3rd floor Illick, on Friday, Oct. 28. Drivers are needed and will be reimbursed for gas. Everyone is welcome.

There will be a mandatory meeting for all going on Wed., Nov. 2 at 7pm. We will also discuss our greenhouse project in the city school district, herbaceous cutting sessions to be held in December, and make plans for starting plants in the ESF greenhouses to be planted in the spring in conjunction with the Back Yard Nature Program's Adopt-A-Lot projects. We are also considering a trip to the Cornell greenhouses or to Howe Caverns, or both, to be held sometime during the winter. If anyone has any suggestions, comments, or criticisms, please come to our meeting and be heard!

Ann Rogers

work - rain - and BMC

To most students the weekend of October 15 and 16 was just another weekend spent here in Syracuse, but to the 21 people who accompanied the Bob Marshall Club on its Fifth Annual Work Weekend to the Adirondack High Peaks it was no ordinary weekend. It was one of rain and muddy trails, cloudy skies and generous snowfall, snowball fights and cold feet, warm sleeping bags and cold nights, (lean-to's and Titanium Turkeys!), and of course...work.

Though it was a small group of people a lot was managed to get done. The work that was done included the building of two bridges, one at Deer Brook and the other on the trail past JBL towards Bushnell, the relocation of three "camper convenience compartments"...i.e. lavatories, and trail improvement along various sections of trail.

To those students who went, both the BMC and the DEC extend their thanks and appreciation for making it a successful weekend. For those people who missed it...there's always the sixth annual...see you then.

Keith Nyitray

FPRS NEWS!

The next meeting of the Student Chapter of the Forest Products Research Society will be on Thursday, November 3, 1977 at 7:30 in 407 Baker. The R.P.R.S is a national society of individuals involved in the wood products industry. Most of our members are wood products students, but everyone is welcome to join and attend our meetings and events.

Our guest speaker on November 3 will be Dr. John Siau of the Wood Products Engineering Department. Dr. Siau is very involved in outdoor activities. He is an advisor for the Bob Marshall Club and the S U Outing Club. He will be showing us his slides and speaking about his recent backpacking trips in Colorado and on Mount Rainier. Everyone is welcome.

Note: The W.P.E. Football Team is anxious to play other departments this fall. We have already played and defeated the Forest Engineers 16-0. (Nice try F E 's.)

For info contact: Ted Gugliotta or Pete Grill at 478-5302
EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT MOVING OFF CAMPUS  By Cathy Glennon

PART V  TRANSLATING THE LEASE INTO ENGLISH

HOUSING

The majority of leases are one-sided and it's not the tenant's side. Many leases are one-sided for a purpose, to make you think you have no recourse against a landlord. But this kind of lease only works if you don't know your rights.

There are countless housing, municipal and health codes to insure that you get the services you are entitled to. In order to avoid a situation you may not want, the following translations may prove useful:

**Damages.** This section sometimes reads: "The lessee shall render the lessor harmless for any damages which may arise and accrue however caused whether in whole or part to acts of negligence on the part of the lessor."

---

**Canadian Catchall**

:: George and Paul: ESF's own speed demons!
:: Maine, Maine, Maine, Maine, Maine, etc.
:: BINGO!
:: Blow it out your suck tube!
:: Once again, U of T comes out on bottom.
:: How's your mother?
:: Rain, Rain, Rain, Rain, Rain, Rain, etc.
:: The Smooth Canadian
:: The Blond Bombshell Strikes.
:: How come New Brunswick is blessed with so many moons?
:: You deserve a break today, at McDonalds.
:: We love you Jim Halligan! Thank you.
:: The Forestry Club

**BOIDS**

There are some 319 species of hummingbirds and, contrary to popular belief, they are not all small. The largest of the hummingbirds is over eight inches long. For the vast majority of the species, however, their small size as well as their remoteness often prevents them from being admired. Many live in jungles and on the sides of tropical mountains. Hummingbirds are most numerous in Colombia and Ecuador where some 130 species occur, while only 16 species are found in the U S . Of the 18, only the Ruby-Throated Hummingbird is regularly found east of the Mississippi River.

---

WILDERNESS REVIEW

The US Forest Service is conducting a new massive wilderness area review termed "Roadless Area Review and Evaluation Program (RARE II). It is to encompass 38 million acres of national forest roadless and undeveloped areas, including eastern national forests, and national grasslands.

**PURPOSE:** to evaluate the suitability of the areas for designation as wilderness (under the Wilderness Act) or non-wilderness, thus releasing the land for other purposes. To be completed by the early fall of 1978, RARE II offers a unique opportunity for public input into the planning process. Details are available from: RARE II Project, USDA-FS, p.o.Box 2417, Washington, DC 20013.

---

1949: 1977

There is one tradition at our College that costs nothing to observe: Keeping off the grass Again, as at the beginning of each semester, some cross campus kids and some foresters are using the lawn as a shortcut to Marshall Hall. Most of the upperclassmen try to discourage this, but they need more support.

Have you noticed the oval (S U. Quad) lately?

DON'T LET IT HAPPEN HERE!

Reprinted from the Oct 14, 1949 Knothole
This means that if something (or someone) is damaged or destroyed because of the landlord's negligency you agree not to hold him responsible and sue him. This is not so.

Alterations. Most leases will state that you can't make changes without the landlord's written consent (or your security deposit will be used to put it back the way it was). It may also read "all alterations upon demised premises shall become the property of landlord, and shall remain upon, and be surrendered with said premises..." So even if you hang up a towel rack, it is supposed to stay behind when you move.

Default in Payment in Rent. You may see "The tenant hereby pledges to the landlord all the goods and chattels of said tenant which are upon the premises as security of payment of rent..." The landlord cannot lock you out or enter your apartment without a court order, nor can he/she dispossess you without a court order.

Automatic Renewal Clause. Some leases say that your lease can be renewed even if you don't sign up again. It may read "upon expiration of the original term hereof, this lease shall automatically be renewed and extended upon the same terms and conditions."

Notice to Vacate. Check this section to see how long in advance you'll need to notify the landlord (in writing) before you leave. Knowing what this section says could save you your security deposit.

Moral Terpitude. The landlord has no right to supervise the coming and going of guests or yourself. A clause in a lease attempting such stipulations is called a moral terpitude clause. The landlord does have the right however, to demand that TV's, stereos, etc. be turned off or low enough so that other tenants cannot hear them after 11 p.m.

Be defensive lease reader. Read every word. Read any apartment "Rules and Regulations." If you and the landlord agree to add or subtract anything from the lease, don't rely on a verbal agreement. To make it legal, both of you should initial the paragraphs that you do change.
Wanakena is an old man now!
Always, well not always but generally, well at least in the best cases...
Bedroom eyes?
Senioritis is beginning to spread (I wonder if Lysol will kill that too?!) Are ADK sparrows made of National Lead Company titanium?
FBL 320: Does anybody have a fly swatter?
Hold the barn door!
Dead Tree Identification, a new short course being offered by the CESF as a public service, is especially useful around copper smelters. No rush, however, as the display in the foyer of Lllick will not be removed till 1981, at which time the dead branches will become the primary components of a prescribed burn.
Bill S. - What happened? We gave you everything, including the kitchen sink, and you still came out all wet.
This week's flaccid buttock award goes to the profs. of ERM 400, for the unique accomplishment of putting each other to sleep during lecture. They also get special mention for inducing a comatose state in 3/4 of their students.
You'd think that someone at this college would have enough concern for students to fix the doors to Lllick—you pull with all your might to open the buggers and then they conveniently slam shut just as you're half-way through.
There once was a city named Syracuse
And for lack of a better use—
They put clouds in the sky
And rain in our eye... For a city it's a damn poor excuse!
SILVICO IS BACK!!! with all new subsidiaries. S.L.OB said Rosetti and Ryan, eat your hearts out!
SILVICO salutes Captain Metamorpho for his outstanding impression of a donkey whistle. We also salute D.O. on his first zenith angle of the year—a full 90°—a record breaker!
SILVICO'S new bored meeting hours are MWF 10:40 -11:35 and 12:50 - 1:45.
D.O. - are you wearing your written briefs today?
SILVICO interviewed Weyerhauser last week, and found them worthy.

H.E.W. has declared "defining" formulas unfit for human consumption.
In a recent survey taken (n=2) the significance of digits was found to be insignificant.
Has Tiberius lost his cunia??????
b.m.f. one more size in managerial units...
FRANK- Is it really BIG and BLUE??
IS JOHN really a GOODFELLOW??????
Anyone with information leading to the whereabouts of the lost cunia, please contact BB and BoBo...
D.MORRISON, your shirt is still hanging on the bedpost...
Anyone interested in joining the "CAPTAIN GORDEN" fan club, please contact Robinia Psuedosamet...
THE ...FLF... proposes a more realistic approach to the real world through quick and dirty explanations...
DIDI- Is it really true that pizzas make survey labs go round...
FLF proposes the outlawing of case-laws, direction for the big 400's, and formal announcement of the new grading system...

Tomorrow is the last day to complete your student audit form, so head on up to Bray Hall (outside Room 107) and take a minute to complete this form.
**7 CENTS WORTH ... THE KNOTHOLE POLL**

The Knothole is the weekly publication of the SUNY College of ES & F. It is intended to represent, inform, humor, and educate YOU. But does the Knothole fulfill this purpose? Only you can answer this by leaving a note in the Knothole mailbox in the basement of Marshall, by talking to me (Jane Kolva), or by filling out this survey and leaving it in one of the boxes located in Illick Foyer, Moon Main Desk, Bray Foyer, Walters Foyer, Baker 3rd Floor Foyer, Marshall Foyer, or Moon Foyer. The Knothole represents approximately seven cents out of your eighteen dollar Student Activity Fee. Do you think you are getting your seven cents worth?

Is the publication day (Thurs.) suitable for your needs?
- [ ] yes remarks:
- [x] no

Do you think the Knothole provides adequate coverage?
- [ ] yes remarks:
- [ ] no
- [ ] club activities
- [ ] seminars
- [ ] school functions

Do you find the language, article content, or other material in the Knothole offensive or objectional?
- [ ] yes remarks:
- [x] no

Do you think the Knothole format should be changed?
- [ ] yes...
- [ ] layout
- [ ] article content
- [ ] other: ________________________________

- [x] no remarks: ________________________________

How would you change the Knothole?
- [ ] masthead remarks: ________________________________
- [ ] front page articles
- [ ] other articles
- [ ] headings
- [ ] other

Are you willing to help work on the Knothole?
- [ ] yes...
- [ ] typing
- [ ] reporting/writing
- [ ] feature articles
- [ ] crossword puzzles
- [ ] layout
- [ ] artwork
- [ ] collating and stapling

- [x] no.... why not??

The Knothole meets every Thursday at 7:00 pm. in the Basement of Bray. Come on down (it only takes 30 - 45 min) and help make your school paper what it is!